ARMY PUBLIC SCHOOL JAMMU CANTT
AUTUMN BREAK HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK 2018-19

CLASS-III
ENGLISH
1. Practice creative writing.
Write a descriptive essay on the following –
1. A day in the mountains ( learn and write )
2. Diwali ( learn and write)

2) Read Newspaper Headlines everyday and note it down ( 7 headlines, not
less than 7)
 Do it on a separate 10 rs notebook
HINDI

MATHS
Q1. Convert the following rupees into paisa:
(a) ₹ 72.03

(b) ₹ 0.95

Q2. Convert paisa into rupees:
(a) 435 paise
Q3. Add

₹ 55.85

(b) 3003 paise
and

₹ 33.42

Q4. Find the total cost of the following:
A pen

₹ 4.00

A pencil

₹ 2.50

A book

₹ 13.50

₹ 28.20

A toy
Q5. Subtract
Q6. Solve

₹ 56.23 from ₹ 99.03

₹ 18 X 8

Q7. If one litre of milk costs ₹ 27.00 , find the cost of 3 litres of milk.
Q8. Divide -

₹ 40.40 ÷ 4

Q9. Four sandwiches costs ₹ 68.20 . Find the cost of one sandwich.
Q10. If weight of 1 box is 15.65 kg. Find the weight of 6 boxes.

EVS
1.








Write the body parts which rhyme with the following
South - _____________
Nest- _____________
Tin- _____________
Harn- _____________
band- _____________
bye- _____________
check- _____________

2.






Write two of your favourite things:
Food- _______,______
Colour - _______,______
Game- _______,______
Flower- _______,______
Fruit- _______,______

3. Give three examples for each of the following






Animals that crawl
Animals that walk
Animals that fly
Animals that swim
Animals that live on both land and water

4. Write two rules that you need to follow in :




5.
6.

Classroom
Home
Market
While crossing the road
Write a short note on “TIGER” and paste a picture.
Do activity on page no- 62 (Unscramble the following words)

7. Fill any 10 states of INDIA in political map of India and paste it on your note
book.
8. We eat different parts of plants (roots, leaves, stem, seeds, flowers etc.) draw or
paste pictures of such parts of plants

